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Abstract. In this paper we aim at automatically adjusting the difficulty
of computer games by clustering players into different types and super-
vised prediction of the type from short traces of gameplay. An important
ingredient of video games is to challenge players by providing them with
tasks of appropriate and increasing difficulty. How this difficulty should
be chosen and increase over time strongly depends on the ability, ex-
perience, perception and learning curve of each individual player. It is
a subjective parameter that is very difficult to set. Wrong choices can
easily lead to players stopping to play the game as they get bored (if un-
derburdened) or frustrated (if overburdened). An ideal game should be
able to adjust its difficulty dynamically governed by the player’s perfor-
mance. Modern video games utilise a game-testing process to investigate
among other factors the perceived difficulty for a multitude of players. In
this paper, we investigate how local models can be combined to a global
model for automatic difficulty adjustment. In particular, we combine the
simple local models by means of a support vector machine. Experiments
confirm the potential of our combination strategy in this application.

1 Introduction

We aim at developing games that provide challenges of the “right” difficulty, i.e.,
such that players are stimulated but not overburdened. Naturally, what is the
right difficulty depends on many factors and can not be fixed once and for all
players. For that, we investigate how general machine learning techniques can
be employed to automatically adjust the difficulty of games. A general technique
for this problem has natural applications in the huge markets of computer and
video games but can also be used to improve the learning rates when applied to
serious games.

The traditional way in which games are adjusted to different users is by
providing them with a way of controlling the difficulty level of the game. To this
end, typical levels would be ‘beginner’, ‘medium’, and ‘hard’. Such a strategy
has many problems. On the one hand, if the number of levels is small, it may be
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easy to choose the right level but it is unlikely that the difficulty is then set in a
very satisfying way. On the other hand, if the number of levels is large, it is more
likely that a satisfying setting is available but finding it becomes more difficult.
Furthermore, choosing the game setting for each of these levels is a difficult and
time-consuming task.

In this paper we investigate the use of supervised learning for dynamical
difficulty adjustment. Our aim is to devise a difficulty adjustment algorithm that
does not bother the actual players. For that, we assume there is a phase of the
game development in which the game is played and the difficulty is manually
adjusted to be just right. From the data collected in this way, we induce a
difficulty model and build it into the game. The actual players do not notice any
of this and are always challenged at the difficulty that is estimated to be just
right for them.

Our approach to building a difficulty model consists of three steps: (i) cluster
the recorded game traces, (ii) average the supervision over each cluster, and (iii)
learn to predict the right cluster from a short period of gameplay. In order to
validate this approach, we use a leave-one-player-out strategy on data collected
from a simple game and compare our approach to less sophisticated, yet realistic,
baselines. All approaches are chosen such that the players are not bothered. In
particular, we want to compare the performance of dynamic difficulty versus
constant difficulty as well as the performance of cluster prediction versus no-
cluster. Our experimental results confirm that dynamic adjustment and cluster
prediction together outperform the alternatives significantly.

2 Motivation and Context

A game and its player are two interacting entities. A typical player plays to have
fun, while a typical game wants its players to have fun. What constitutes the
fun when playing a game?

One theory is that our brains are physiologically driven by a desire to learn
something new: new skills, new patterns, new ideas [1]. We have an instinct to
play because during our evolution as a species playing generally provided a safe
way of learning new things that were potentially beneficial for our life. Daniel
Cook [3] created a psychological model of a player as an entity that is driven to
learn new skills that are high in perceived value. This drive works because we
are rewarded for each new mastered skill or gained knowledge: The moment of
mastery provides us with the feeling of joy. The games create additional rewards
for their players such as new items available, new areas to explore. At the same
time there are new challenges to overcome, new goals to achieve, and new skills
to learn, which creates a loop of learning-mastery-reward and keeps the player
involved and engaged.

Thus, an important ingredient of the games that are fun to play is providing
the players with the challenges corresponding to their skills. It appears that an
inherent property of any challenge (and of the learning required to master it) is
its difficulty level. Here the difficulty is a subjective factor that stems from the
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interaction between the player and the challenge. The perceived difficulty is also
not a static property: It changes with the time that the player spends learning
a skill.

To complicate things further, not only the perceived difficulty depends on the
current state of the player’s skills and her learning process, the dependency is
actually bidirectional: The ability to learn the skill and the speed of the learning
process are also controlled by how difficult the player perceives the task. If the bar
is set too high and the task appears too difficult, the player will end up frustrated
and will give up on the process in favour of something more rewarding. Then
again if the challenge turns out to be too easy (meaning that the player already
possesses the skill necessary to deal with it) then there is no learning involved,
which makes the game appear boring.

It becomes obvious that the game should provide the challenges for the player
of the “right” difficulty level: The one that stimulates the learning without push-
ing the players too far or not enough. Ideally then, the difficulty of any particular
instance of the game should be determined by who is playing it at this moment.

Game development process usually includes multiple testing stages, where a
multitude of players is requested to play the game to provide data and feedback.
This data is analysed to tweak the games parameters in an attempt to provide a
fair challenge for as many players as possible. The question we investigate in this
work is how the data from the α/β tests can be used for the intelligent difficulty
settings with the help of machine learning.

We proceed as follows: After reviewing related work in Section 3, we describe
the algorithm for the dynamic difficulty adjustment in general terms in Section
4. In Sections 5 and 6 we present the experimental setup and the results of the
evaluation before concluding in Section 7.

3 Related Work

In the games existing today we can see two general approaches to the question
of difficulty adjustment. The traditional way is to provide a player with a way to
set up the difficulty level for herself. Unfortunately, this method is rarely satis-
factory. For game developers it is not an easy task to map a complex gameworld
into a single parameter. When constructed, such a mapping requires additional
extensive testing, creating time and money costs. Consider also the fact that
generally games require several different skills to play them. The necessity of
going back and forth between the gameplay and the settings when the tasks
become too difficult or too easy disrupts the flow component of the game.

An alternative way is to implement a mechanism for dynamic difficult ad-
justment (DDA). One quite popular approach to DDA is a so called Rubber
Band AI, which basically means that the player and her opponents are virtually
held together by a rubber band: If the player is “pulling” in one direction (play-
ing better or worse than her opponents), the rubber band makes sure that her
opponents are “pulled” in the same direction (that is they play better or worse
respectively). While the idea that the better you play the harder the game should
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be is sound, the implementation of the Rubber Band AI often suffers from dis-
balance and exploitability.

There exist a few games with a well designed DDA mechanism, but all of
them employ heuristics and as such suffer from the typical disadvantages (being
not transferable easily to other games, requiring extensive testing, etc). What we
would like to have instead of heuristics is a universal mechanism for DDA: An
online algorithm that takes as an input (game-specific) ways to modify difficulty
and the current player’s in-game history (actions, performance, reactions, . . . )
and produces as an output an appropriate difficulty modification.

Both artificial intelligence researchers and the game developers community
display an interest in the problem of automatic difficulty scaling. Different ap-
proaches can be seen in the work of R. Hunicke and V. Chapman [9], R. Herbich
and T. Graepel [8], Danzi et al [5], and others. As can be seen from these exam-
ples the problem of dynamic difficulty adjustment in video games was attacked
from different angles, but a unifying approach is still missing.

Let us reiterate that as the perceived difficulty and the preferred difficulty are
subjective parameters, the DDA algorithm should be able to choose the “right”
difficulty level in a comparatively short time for any particular player. It makes
sense, therefore, to conduct the learning in the offline manner and to make use
of the data created during the test phases to construct the player models. These
models can be used afterwards to generalise to the unseen players.

Player modeling in computer games is a relatively new area of interest for
the researchers. Nevertheless, existing work [12, 11, 2] demonstrates the power
of utilising the player models to create the games or in-game situations of high
interest and satisfaction for the players.

In the following section we present an algorithm that learns a mapping from
different player types to the difficulty adjustments and predicts an appropriate
one given a new player.

4 Algorithm

To simplify the problem we assume that there exists a finite number of types
of players, where by type we mean a certain pattern in behaviour with regard
to challenges. That is certainly true, since we have a finite amount of players
altogether, possibly times a finite amount of challenges, or timesteps in a game.
However, this realistic number is too large to be practical and certainly not
fitting the purpose here. Therefore, we discretize the space of all possible players’
behaviours to get something more manageable. The simplest such discretization
would be into beginners, averagely skilled, and experts (corresponding to easy,
average, and difficult settings).

In our experiments we do not predefine the types, but rather infer them using
the clustering of the collected data. Instead of attempting to create a universal
mechanism for a game to adapt its difficulty to a particular player, we focus
on the question of how a game can adapt to a particular player type given two
sources of information:
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1. the data collected from the alpha/beta-testing stages (offline phase);
2. the data collected from the new player (online phase).

The idea is rather simple. By giving the testers control over the difficulty
settings in the offline phase the game can learn a mapping from the set of types
into the set of difficulty adjustments. In the online phase, given a new player,
the game needs only to determine which type he belongs to and then apply
the learned model. Therefore, the algorithm in general consists of the following
steps:

1. Given data about the game instances in the form of time sequences

Tk = ((t1, f1(t1), . . . , fL(t1)), . . . , (tN , f1(tN ), . . . , fL(tN ))),

where ti are the time steps and fi(tj) are the values of corresponding features,
cluster it in such a way that instances exhibiting similar player types are in
the same cluster.

2. Given a new player, decide on which cluster he belongs to and predict the
difficulty adjustment using the corresponding model.

Note that it is desirable to adapt to the new player as quickly as possible. To
this purpose we propose to split the time trace of each game instance into two
parts:

– a prefix, the relatively short beginning that is used for the training of the
predictor in the offline phase and the prediction itself in the online phase;

– a suffix, the rest of the trace that is used for the clustering.

In our experiments we used the K-means algorithm [7] for the clustering step
and an SVM with a gaussian kernel function [4] for the prediction step of the
algorithm outlined above.

We considered the following approaches to model the adjustment curves in
the clusters:

1. The constant model. Given the cluster, this function averages over all in-
stances in the cluster and additionally over the time, resulting in a static
difficulty adjustment.

2. The regression model. Given the cluster, we train the regularised least squares
regression [10] with the gaussian kernel on its instances.

The results stemming from using these models are described in Section 6.

5 Experimental Setup

To test our approach we implemented a rather simple game using the Microsoft
XNA framework 1 and one of the tutorials from the XNA Creators Club commu-
nity, namely “Beginner’s Guide to 2D Games” 2. The player controls a cannon
1 http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/xna/default.aspx
2 http://creators.xna.com/en-GB/
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that can shoot cannonballs. The gameplay consists of shooting down the alien
spaceships while they are shooting at the cannon (Figure 1). A total of five
spaceships can be simultaneously on the screen. They appear on the right side
of the game screen and move on a constant height from the right to the left.
The spaceships are generated so that they have a random speed within a specific
δ-interval from a given average speed. Whenever one of the spaceships is shot
down or leaves the game screen, a new one is generated. At the beginning of the
game the player’s cannon has a certain amount of hitpoints, which is reduced by
one every time the cannon is hit. At random timepoints a repair kit appears on
the top of the screen, floats down, and disappears again after a few seconds. If
the player manages to hit the repair kit, the cannon’s hitpoints are increased by
one. The game is over if the hitpoints are reduced to zero or a given time limit
of 100 seconds is up.

Fig. 1. A screenshot showing the gameplay.

Additionally to the controls that allow the player to rotate the cannon and
to shoot, there are also two buttons by pressing which the player can increase or
decrease the difficulty at any point in the game. In the current implementation
the difficulty is controlled by the average speed of the alien ships. For every
destroyed spaceship the player receives a certain amount of score points, which
increases quadratically with the difficulty level. During each game all the infor-
mation concerning the game state (e.g. the amount of hitpoints, the positions of
the aliens, the buttons pressed, etc) is logged together with a timestamp. At the
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current state of our work we held one gaming session with 17 participants and
collected the data on how the players behave in the game.

Out of all logged features we restricted our attention to the three: the diffi-
culty level, the score, and the health, as they seem to represent the most impor-
tant aspects of the player’s state. The log of each game instance k is in fact a
time trace

Tk = ((t1, f1(t1), . . . , fL(t1)), . . . , (tN , f1(tN ), . . . , fL(tN ))),

where t1 = 0, tN ≤ 100, and fi(tj) is the value of a corresponding feature
(Figure 2). Therefore, to model the players we cluster provided by the testers
time sequences.

5.1 Technical considerations

Several complications arise from the characteristics of the collected data:

1. Irregularity of the time steps. To reduce the computational load the data is
logged only when the game’s or the player’s state changes (in the case of a
simple game used by us it may seem a trivial concern, but this is important to
consider for the complex games). As a result for two different game instances
k and k̂ the time lines will be different:

tik 6= tik̂.

2. Irregularity of the traces’ durations. Since there are two criteria for the end
of the game (health dropped to zero or the time limit of a hundred seconds is
up), the durations of two different game instances k and k̂ can be different:

tN k − tN̂ k̂
6= 0.

The second problem may appear irrelevant, but as described below it needs
to be taken care of in order to create a nice, homogeneous set of data points to
cluster.

To overcome the irregularity of the time steps we will construct a fit for each
trace and then interpolate the data using the fit for every 0.1 of a second to
produce the time sequences with identical time steps:

Tkfitted = ((t1, f1(t1), . . . , fL(t1)), . . . , (tN , f1(tN ), . . . , fL(tN ))),

where t1 = 0, tN ≤ 100, and for each i ∈ [2, N ] ti = ti−1 + 0.1.
Now it becomes clear why we require the time traces to have equal durations.

Since the longest game instances last for a hundred seconds, we need to be able
to sample from all of the interpolated traces in the interval between zero and
a hundred seconds to create a homogeneous data set. If the original trace was
shorter than a hundred seconds, the resulting fitting function wouldn’t necessar-
ily provide us with the meaningful data outside of its duration region. Therefore,
we augment original game traces in such a way that they all last for a hundred
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(a) Difficulty level.

(b) Health.

(c) Score.

Fig. 2. Game traces from one player. Different colours represent different game in-
stances.
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seconds, but the features retain their last achieved values (from the “game over”
state):

Tk = ((t1, f1(t1), . . . , fL(t1)), . . . , (tN , f1(tN ), . . . , fL(tN )),
(tN+1, f1(tN ), . . . , fL(tN )), . . . , (100, f1(tN ), . . . , fL(tN ))).

As mentioned in Section 4, after the augmenting step each time trace is split
into two parts:

Tkpre = ((t1, f1(t1), . . . , fL(t1)), . . . , (tK , f1(tK), . . . , fL(tK))),

Tkpost = ((tK+1, f1(tK+1), . . . , fL(tK+1)), . . . , (tN , f1(tN ), . . . , fL(tN ))),

where tK is a predefined constant, in our experiments set to 30 seconds, that
determines for how long the game observes the player before making a prediction.
The pre parts of the traces are used for training and evaluating the predictor.
The post parts of the traces are used for clustering.

6 Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of the SVM predictor we conduct a kind of ”leave
one out” cross-validation on the data. For each player presented we construct a
following train/test split:

– training set consists of the game instances played by all players except this
one;

– test set consists of all the game instances played by this player.

Constructing the train and test sets in this way models a real-life situation of
adjusting the game to a previously unseen player. As a performance measure
we use the mean absolute difference between the exhibited behaviour in the test
instances and the behaviour described by the model of the predicted cluster.
The mean is calculated over the test instances.

To provide the baselines for the performance evaluation, we construct for each
test instance a sequence of “cheating” predictors: The first (best) one chooses
a cluster that delivers a minimum possible absolute error (that is the difference
between the predicted adjustment curve and the actual difficulty curve exhibited
by this instance); the second best chooses the the cluster with the minimum
possible absolute error from the remaining clusters, and so on. We call these
predictors “cheating” because they have access to the test instances’ data before
they make the prediction. For each “cheating” predictor the error is averaged
over all test instances and the error of the SVM predictor is compared to these
values. As the result we can make some conclusion on which place in the ranking
of the “cheating” predictors the SVM one takes.

Figure 3 illustrates the performance of the SVM predictor and the best and
the worst baselines for a single player and 7 clusters. We can see from the plots
that for each model the SVM predictor displays the performance close to the
best cluster. Figure 4 shows that the performance of the SVM predictor averaged
over all train/test splits demonstrates similar behaviour.
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(a) Using the constant model.
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(b) Using the regression model.

Fig. 3. An example of the predictors’ performances for one player.
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(b) Using the regression model.

Fig. 4. The predictors’ performance averaged over all train/test splits for 7 clusters.
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Statistical Tests

To verify our hypotheses, we performed proper statistical tests with the null
hypothesis that the algorithms perform equally well. As suggested recently [6]
we used the Wilcoxon signed ranks test.

The Wilcoxon signed ranks test is a nonparametric test to detect shifts in
populations given a number of paired samples. The underlying idea is that under
the null hypothesis the distribution of differences between the two populations
is symmetric about 0. It proceeds as follows: (i) compute the differences be-
tween the pairs, (ii) determine the ranking of the absolute differences, and (iii)
sum over all ranks with positive and negative difference to obtain W+ and W−,
respectively. The null hypothesis can be rejected if W+ (or min(W+,W−), re-
spectively) is located in the tail of the null distribution which has sufficiently
small probability.

For settings with a reasonably large number of measurements, the distribu-
tion of W+ and W− can be approximated sufficiently well by a normal distribu-
tion. Unless stated otherwise, we consider the 5% significance level (t0 = 1.78).

Dynamic versus Static Difficulty

We first want to confirm the hypothesis that a dynamic difficulty function is more
appropriate than a static one. To eliminate all other influences, we considered
first and foremost only a single cluster. In this case, as expected, the dynamic
adjustment significantly outperforms the static setting (t = 2.67).

We also wanted to compare the performance of dynamic and static difficulty
adjustment for larger numbers of clusters. To again eliminate all other influences,
we considered the best and the worst “cheating” predictor for either strategy.
The t-values for these comparisons are displayed in Table 1.

While varying the amount of clusters from one to fifteen we found out that
dynamic difficulty adjustment (the regression model) always significantly out-
performs the static one (the constant model) for choosing the best cluster. The
same effect we can observe for the worst predictor, but only until the amount
of clusters used is greater than ten. For more clusters the static model starts to
outperform the dynamic one, probably due to there being insufficient amount of
instances in some clusters to train a good regression model. Based on these re-
sults in the following we consider only the regression model and vary the amount
of clusters from one to ten.

Right versus Wrong Choice of Cluster

As a sanity check, we next compared the performance of the best choice of a
cluster versus the worst choice of cluster. To this end we found—very much
unsurprisingly—that for any non-trivial number of clusters, the best always sig-
nificantly outperforms the worst.

This means there is indeed room for a learning algorithm to fill. The best we
can hope for is that in some settings the performance of the predicted cluster is
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Table 1. t-values for comparison of the constant model vs the regression model for the
varying amount of clusters.

c best-const vs best-regr worst-const vs worst-regr

1 8.46 8.46
2 6.12 9.77
3 5.39 12.64
4 5.26 11.37
5 4.90 12.62
6 4.77 11.05
7 4.80 10.38
8 4.62 6.83
9 4.61 7.20
10 4.63 4.36
11 4.55 0.71
12 4.68 -0.77
13 4.60 -9.16
14 4.50 -5.54
15 4.57 -13.26

close to, i.e., not significantly worse than, the best predictor while always being
much, i.e., significantly, better than the worst predictor.

One versus Many Types of Players

The last parameter that we need to check before coming to the main part of
the evaluation is the number of clusters. It can easily be understood that the
quality of the best static model improves with the number of clusters while the
quality of the worst degrades even further. Indeed, on our data, having more
clusters was always significantly better than having just a single cluster for the
best predictor using the regression model.

Under the assumption that we do not want to burden the players with choos-
ing their difficulty, this implies that we do need a clever way to automatically
choose the type of the player. Adjusting the game just to a single type is not
sufficient.

Quality of Predicted Clusters

We are now ready to consider the main evaluation of how well the type of the
player can be chosen automatically. As mentioned above the best we can hope
for is that in some settings the performance of the predicted cluster is close to
the best cluster while always being much better than the worst cluster. Another
outcome that could be expected is that performance of the predicted cluster is
far from that of the best cluster as well as from the worst cluster.

To illustrate the quality of the SVM predictor we look at its place in the
ranking of the “cheating” predictors while varying the amount of clusters. The
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Table 2. Results of the significance tests for the comparison of performance of the
SVM predictor and “cheating” predictors using the regression model.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 s
2 w b
3 w s b
4 w b b b
5 w s b b b
6 w w b b b b
7 w s b b b b b
8 w s b b b b b b
9 w w s b b b b b b
10 w w s b b b b b b b

results of the comparison of the predictors’ performance for the regression model
are shown in Table 2. Each line in the table corresponds to the amount of clusters
specified in the first column. The following columns contain values ‘w’, ‘s’, and
‘b’, where ‘w’ means that the SVM predictor displayed the significantly worse
performance than the corresponding “cheating” predictor, ‘b’ for the significantly
better performance, and ‘s’ for the the cases where there was no significant
difference. The columns are ordered according to the ranking of the “cheating”
predictors, i.e. 1 stands for the best possible predictor, 2 for the second best,
and so on.

We can observe a steady trend in the SVM predictor’s performance: Even
though it is always (apart from the trivial case of one cluster) significantly worse
than that of the best possible predictor, it is also always significantly better than
that of the most other predictors. In other words, regardless of the amount of
clusters, the SVM predictor always chooses a reasonably good one.

This last investigation confirms our hypothesis that predicting the difficulty-
type for each player based on short periods of gameplay is a viable approach to
taking the burden of choosing the difficulty from the players.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we investigated the use of supervised learning for dynamical diffi-
culty adjustment. Our aim was to devise a difficulty adjustment algorithm that
does not bother the actual players. Our approach to builing a difficulty model
consists of clustering different types of players, finding a local difficulty adjust-
ment for each cluster, and combining the local models by predicting the cluster
from short traces of gameplay. The experimental results confirm that dynamic
adjustment and cluster prediction together outperform the alternatives signifi-
cantly.

One parameter left out in our investigation is the length of the prefix that
is used for the prediction. We will investigate its influence on the predictors’
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performance in the future work. We also plan to collect and examine more play-
ers’ data to see how transferable our algorithm is to the other games. Another
direction for the future investigation is the comparison of our prediction model
to the other algorithms employed for the time series predictions, such as neural
networks or gaussian processes.
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